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Abstract
A simple and straightforward method of analyzing the net carbon dioxide emissions that result from different
alternative transportation technologies is presented. Results are shown for three different non-fossil fuel
transportation technologies; battery electric vehicles, hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and hydrogen internal combustion
vehicles. These results are compared with the carbon emissions of a traditional gasoline powered internal combustion
engine vehicle. Battery electric vehicles are shown to have a significantly lower carbon footprint than gasoline
vehicles. Fuel cell vehicles are comparable to gasoline vehicles while hydrogen internal combustion vehicles produce
substantially more carbon dioxide. The importance of electricity generating infrastructure is discussed.
Keywords: carbon dioxide emissions, greenhouse gases, battery electric vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, hydrogen
vehicles
1. Introduction
The development of non-fossil fuel based energy technologies is one of most important and difficult tasks facing
humanity. Energy sources for transportation applications are a particularly challenging aspect of establishing a
carbon-free energy economy for the future as they must be portable and robust. A consideration of the relevant
criteria for some alternative transportation energy technologies has been presented in (e.g., Kraushaar & Ristinen,
1993; Kruger, 2006; Vanek & Albright, 2008). Suitable transportation technologies for widespread implementation
must provide environmental advantages over traditional fossil fuel technologies, specifically with regard to total CO2
emissions, that is, their carbon footprint. A detailed and complete CO2 emission analysis is generally complex (see
e.g. Korchinski, 2007) and must include a lifecycle analysis of all materials and involved. For this reason, a direct
comparison of the different available transportation energy technologies is difficult. As well, economic
considerations are important in determining viability of various technologies. Net efficiency is a critical factor in
determining cost and while certain technologies may have minimal environmental impact, the efficiency is
unacceptably low (e.g. hydrogen internal combustion vehicles, as discussed below). Some technologies (such as
battery electric vehicles) have become more cost effective in recent years but widespread use will require the
implementation of a suitable infrastructure and public acceptance of possible drawbacks (e.g. limited range and/or
long recharge times).
The current paper deals with the implementation of a simple approach for understanding CO2 emissions. While the
details of lifecycle analysis are not considered, the method does provide a quantitative technique for comparing the
environmental impact of different transportation energy technologies. Battery electric vehicles (BEV's), fuel cell
vehicles and hydrogen internal combustion engine (H2 ICE) vehicles are compared with a traditional gasoline internal
combustion engine vehicle in terms of expected CO2 emissions per kilometer. This analysis provides an appreciation
for the factors that are relevant in assessing the environmental impact of different technologies and emphasizes that
the common perception of environmentally friendly technologies can be misleading. It also provides a means for
assessing the importance of electricity generating infrastructure in evaluating the carbon footprint of transportation
methods. The significance of energy technologies that are prevalent in different countries is discussed.
2. Analysis of CO2 Emissions
The goal of the present analysis is to calculate the CO2 emissions per kilometer for different transportation
technologies in an objective manner that allows for direct comparison of these technologies and provides the student
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with an understanding of the relevant factors in such an analysis. The mass of CO2 emitted per kilometer traveled may
be expressed as
kg(CO 2 ) kg(CO 2 ) E p E w



km
Ep
E w km

(1)

where E is energy. The subscript “p” refers to primary energy and the subscript “w” refers to energy delivered to
the vehicle’s wheels. The first term on the right hand side of the equation represents the amount of CO2 generated
per unit of primary energy consumed (expressed in the present paper in MJ). The second term is the inverse of the
conversion efficiency from primary energy to wheel energy. The final term on the right hand side is the average
energy to the wheels needed to move the vehicle 1 km. It is easy to see that the product of the terms on the right
hand side of the equation will reduce to the expression on the left hand side. However, it is convenient to write the
right hand side of the equation in this way as it illustrates the importance the various factors involved and provides
a means of readily undertaking a quantitative analysis of CO2 emissions. In the case where different primary
energy sources are used to ultimately provide energy for the same transportation technology, then Equation (1) can
be written as a sum over the relevant sources as
 kg(CO 2 ) 
kg(CO 2 )
  fi 

km
i
 E p 

 Ep  Ew
 E  km
i  w i

(2)

where fi is the relative fraction of energy from a particular primary source. For example, equation (2) may be
applied to a battery electric vehicle where the electricity use to charge the batteries comes from a variety of sources,
e.g. coal, natural gas, nuclear, hydroelectric, etc. In this case there would be a term "i" in the sum for each of these
primary sources. The conversion of primary energy to electricity is an important factor in determining the overall
effectiveness of an energy infrastructure and has been the subject of a number of studies. Detailed analyses are
important for a consideration of specific situations such as those presented for California by McCollum et al. (2012)
and Poland by Budzianowski (2011).
The analysis presented in the current work does not consider the carbon footprint associated with vehicle
manufacture and disposal or the infrastructure associated with fuel transportation or marketing, although these
effects will tend to average out somewhat among the different technologies. The present analysis is, therefore, a
reasonable comparison of different vehicle technologies and because of its simple and quantitative nature, it
represents a useful pedagogical approach and gives students an understanding of the importance of an objective
scientific analysis of the environmental aspects of non-fossil fuel energy. The analysis of the various terms on the
right hand side of Equation (1) is considered below.
2.1 Analysis of kg(CO2)/(Ep)
For a gasoline internal combustion engine (ICE) powered vehicle, gasoline is very close to a primary energy
source, while for battery electric vehicles (BEV's) or hydrogen powered vehicles, the primary energy sources are
first used to produce electricity, which is then stored for vehicle use. Thus kg(CO2)/(Ep) depends on the way in
which electricity is produced, that is which primary energy sources are used. As an example, a rough breakdown of
present electricity production in the U.S. is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Breakdown of electricity production in the United States in 2011 as reported on the U.S. Energy Information
Administration website (EIA, 2012)
% U.S. electricitya

fuel
coal

42.3

natural gas
petroleum

b

c

non-fossil fuel

25.1
0.7
31.9

Notes: (a) does not include about 0.2% miscellaneous sources, (b) includes other fossil-fuel derived gases, (c)
includes petroleum derived products.
The CO2 emission per unit energy (MJ) for different fossil fuels is obtained from an analysis of their energy
content and is shown in Table 2. Budzianowski (2012) gives values of carbon emissions from primary energy
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sources as 24.5 g(C)/MJ [grams of carbon per MJ] for coal/peat, 14.7 g(C)/MJ for natural gas and 17.5 g(C)/MJ for
oil. These are equivalent (in units used in the present work) to 0.090 kg(CO2)/MJ, 0.054 kg(CO2)/MJ and 0.064
kg(CO2)/MJ, respectively. Given the variability in the chemical content of coal and heavy hydrocarbons, these
literature values are consistent with the values presented in Table 2. The possible effect of carbon sequestration
from fossil fuel generation is not considered and the CO2 emissions from non-fossil fuel sources (i.e. nuclear,
hydroelectric and alternative energy sources) is considered to be zero, i.e. the term [kg(CO2)/Ep]i = 0 for nuclear,
hydroelectric, etc. These assumptions will tend to cancel each other somewhat. While ignoring these factors will
tend to present an overly optimistic view of non-fossil fuel energy, these effects are relatively small (at present),
difficult to quantify and do not alter the basic conclusions of pedagogical value of the present approach.
Table 2. The CO2 emission per MJ for different fossil fuels
fossil fuel

kg(CO2)/Ep [kg/MJ]

carbon (~coal)

0.11

natural gas (methane, CH4)

0.055

heavy hydrocarbons (>6 C/molecule)

0.069

As Ep/Ew is expected to be similar for all fossil fuel generated electricity (i.e. it is limited by the thermodynamic
efficiency of a heat engine) it is suitable to use an average value of the CO2 emissions from these generating
methods in Equation (2) and a corresponding total value of fi for fossil fuel generation. The average kg(CO2)/Ep is
obtained from the values in Table 2 weighted by the percentages in Table 1. For fossil fuel generation of electricity
in the U.S. as discussed above this analysis will give
<kg(CO2)/Ep> = 0.11 kg(CO2)/MJ×(0.423)
+ 0.055 kg(CO2)/MJ×(0.251)
+ 0.069 kg(CO2)/MJ×(0.007)
= 0.061 kg(CO2)/MJ

(3)

This value is the appropriate average (for the United States) for all alternative energy vehicles that utilize
electricity and a portable electricity storage mechanism (e.g. batteries or hydrogen). This calculation will, of
course, be different for different locations worldwide as the distribution of primary energy sources used to produce
electricity varies. National comparisons for some countries are discussed below.
2.2 Analysis of (Ep)/(Ew)
The quantity Ep/Ew is a measure of the amount of primary energy needed to provide one unit of useable energy to
the vehicle's wheels. It is the inverse of the overall efficiency (as a fraction) of the energy conversion processes
involved and is given as
Ep
Ew



100
efficiency(%)

(4)

There is often considerable uncertainty in estimating the efficiency of various energy conversion processes and
there are, as well, indirect energy “costs”, such as (e.g.) energy required for infrastructure development and fuel
transportation. The estimates for the efficiency of the different energy conversion processes involved in converting
primary energy to energy at the wheels for gasoline internal combustion vehicles and some alternative
technologies are discussed below. The estimated efficiencies presented below are approximate values for the
processes involved. More detailed analysis can include specific information about particular cases, e.g. specific
vehicles, generating facilities, etc. if appropriate.
2.2.1 Gasoline Internal Combustion Engine
Table 3 gives the efficiency of the energy conversion process relevant to a gasoline internal combustion engine
(ICE) vehicle. The efficiency of converting energy stored in gasoline to mechanical energy at the vehicle's wheels
is limited by the thermodynamic efficiency of a heat engine. The value expressed in Table 3 is a typical net
efficiency for an automobile engine. It is assumed that conversion of primary energy (i.e. crude oil) to gasoline has
a high efficiency and gasoline can, therefore, be treated as a primary energy source.
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Table 3. Efficiency analysis for gasoline powered internal combustion engine vehicle showing net efficiency for
conversion of primary energy (gasoline) to mechanical energy delivered to the vehicle’s wheels

process

efficiency

fossil fuel → mechanical

17%

net efficiency

17%

2.2.2 Battery Electric Vehicles
The relevant efficiencies for a battery electric vehicle (BEV) using a fossil fuel primary energy source are shown in
Table 4. The efficiency of primary energy to electricity is taken to be the average efficiency of a thermal generating
station burning (e.g.) coal. Estimated efficiency for conversion of electrical energy to mechanical energy at the
vehicle’s wheels accounts for battery storage efficiency and electric motor efficiencies.
Table 4. Efficiency analysis for battery electric vehicle showing net efficiency for conversion of primary energy
(fossil fuel) to mechanical energy delivered to the vehicle’s wheels

process

efficiency

fossil fuel → electricity

40%

electricity → mechanical

85%

net efficiency

34%

2.2.3 Hydrogen Internal Combustion Engine
Table 5 provides information about the typical route of hydrogen production and utilization for a hydrogen ICE.
Hydrogen gas, at STP, is produced by electrolysis of water and is then compressed or liquefied for vehicle use.
Internal combustion engine efficiency follows along the lines of the efficiency of a gasoline engine and is limited
by thermodynamic factors.
Table 5. Efficiency analysis for hydrogen powered internal combustion engine vehicle showing net efficiency for
conversion of primary energy (fossil fuel) to mechanical energy delivered to the vehicle's wheels. CHG =
compressed hydrogen gas, LH2 = liquid hydrogen
process

efficiency

fossil fuel → electricity

40%

electricity → hydrogen gas

70%

hydrogen gas → CHG/LH2

80%

CHG/LH2 → mechanical

17%

net efficiency

4%

2.2.4 Fuel Cell Vehicles
The production and storage of hydrogen is described above. The efficiency of converting hydrogen to electricity
(i.e. the fuel cell efficiency) is the efficiency of state-of-the art polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells
which are typically most appropriate for vehicle use. Fuel cell vehicle efficiency is summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6. Efficiency analysis for hydrogen fuel cell powered vehicle showing net efficiency for conversion of
primary energy (fossil fuel) to mechanical energy delivered to the vehicle's wheels
process

efficiency

fossil fuel → electricity

40%

electricity → hydrogen gas

70

hydrogen gas → CHG

80

CHG → electricity

70

electricity → mechanical

90

net efficiency

14%

2.3 Analysis of (MJ)w/km
The energy per unit distance required for a vehicle can be determined on the basis of the characteristics of current
gasoline powered vehicles. Specifically, the energy content of the fuel consumed per unit distance and the efficiency
of the process are needed. In the case of the gasoline powered vehicle it is important to use the efficiency as presented
in Table 3. In this case the gasoline powered vehicle efficiency will cancel out in Equation (2). Table 7 gives fuel
consumption figures for a range of automobiles from major manufacturers. The values for mpg (miles per U.S. gallon)
are combined city/highway figures as reported by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (2012). The
fuel consumption in litres per km can be determined from the published values in mpg according to the conversion
litres 2.35 (litres  mpg/km)

km
mpg

(5)

The energy requirement in MJ delivered to the wheels per km can be determined from the energy content of gasoline
34.8 MJ/litre and the propulsion efficiency as
E w litres MJ


 efficiency
km litre
km

(6)

Calculated values for the various vehicles in Table 7 are given in the last column. These cover a range of values that is
approximately a factor of 2 with an average around 0.55 MJ/km for a typical family sedan. This typical value will be
used for further analysis, and Table 7 gives the range of values expected for different vehicles.
Table 7. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) combined city/highway mileage ratings for selected 2012
automobiles with standard engine option and automatic transmission. The energy content of gasoline is 34.8 MJ per
litre and the average efficiency of an internal combustion engine was assumed to be 17%. Values are calculated
from data on the EPA website (EPA, 2012)
Vehicle (make/model)

mpg (US)

litres/km

Ew/km [MJ/km]

smart fortwo

36

0.065

0.39

Chevrolet Sonic

33

0.071

0.42

Hyundai Sonata

28

0.084

0.50

Toyota Camry (V6)

25

0.094

0.56

BMW 535xi GT

21

0.112

0.66

Mercedes Benz S550

18

0.131

0.77

3. National Comparisons of kg(CO2)/km
The data as presented in the previous section can now be substituted into Equation (2) to calculate the CO2
emissions for the various transportation technologies discussed here. For the electricity generating technologies in
current use in the United States the calculated values of kg(CO2)/km are given in Table 8.
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Table 8. Calculated values for the CO2 emission per km for different transportation technologies in the United
States
Technology

<kg(CO2)/Ep> [kg/MJ]

Ep/Ew

Ew/km [MJ/km]

kg(CO2)/km

gasoline ICE

0.069

5.9

0.55

0.22

BEV

0.061

2.9

0.55

0.097

H2 ICE

0.061

25

0.55

0.83

H2 fuel cell

0.061

7.1

0.55

0.24

This analysis shows that the net environmental impact of battery electric vehicles in the United States is quite
positive (compared with gasoline vehicles). Fuel cell vehicles are about neutral, while H2 internal combustion
engine vehicles have a very negative environmental effect. Improvements to the environmental impact of
alternative fuel vehicles can be made by increasing energy conversion efficiencies (i.e. decreasing Ep/Ew and
increasing vehicle efficiencies (i.e. decreasing Ew/km). However, it is through the shift in electricity generating
technology away from fossil fuels (i.e. the reduction of <kg(CO2)/Ep>), that the most substantial improvements
can be made.
The effects of electric generating technology that is prevalent in certain countries are illustrated in Table 9. The
factor <kg(CO2)/Ep> is a multiplicative factor in Equation (2) for alternative fuel vehicles and the resulting
kg(CO2)/km values scale correspondingly. The value for the world average as calculated in the present work
(0.060 kg(CO2)/MJ) is consistent with the analysis of world primary energy consumption as presented by the
International Energy Agency (IEA, 2011) which gives an average of 15.4 g(C)/MJ (or 0.056 kg(CO2)/MJ). While
the world average is essentially identical to the value for the United States, some countries have energy policies
that make electricity production more environmentally advantageous. This is directly a result of the lower than
(worldwide) average of fossil fuels used in electricity generation. Two examples are clearly identifiable in Table 9,
Canada and France, where electricity is produced primarily by CO2-free methods; hydroelectricity and nuclear
energy, respectively. In Canada there is a reduction of about a factor of 3 in kg(CO2)/km production for alternative
fuel vehicles compared with the U.S. for the same type of alternative technology vehicle. In France there is about a
factor of 8 reduction. This means that in Canada BEV’s and fuel cell vehicles are clearly advantageous over
gasoline vehicles and in France even H2 ICE vehicles come out ahead of gasoline ICE vehicles in net CO2
emissions. Thus it is clear that, at least from a greenhouse gas emissions standpoint, alternative transportation
technologies are more environmentally attractive in certain countries.
Table 9. National comparisons for some countries and world average for electricity production for 2008 from the
International Energy Agency website (IEA, 2012). Calculated values of the average <kg(CO2)/Ep> as described
above for alternative fuel vehicles are shown
nation

coal

natural
gas

petroleum non-fossil fuels

principal
fuel type

Australia

77.0

15.2

1.1

6.7

hydroelectric

0.094

Canada

17.2

6.4

1.5

74.9

hydroelectric

0.023

China

79.1

0.9

0.7

13.0

hydroelectric

0.088

France

4.7

3.8

1.0

90.5

nuclear

0.008

Germany

45.7

13.8

1.4

39.1

nuclear

0.059

India

68.6

9.9

4.1

17.4

hydroelectric

0.084

Japan

26.6

26.2

12.8

34.4

nuclear

0.052

U.K

32.6

45.5

1.6

20.3

nuclear

0.062

World
average

41.0

21.0

5.5

32.5

hydroelectric

0.060
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4. Conclusions
The environmental aspects of energy use are an important consideration and the viability of pursuing alternative
technologies which have more serious environmental consequences than traditional fossil fuel technology is
questionable, at least in the short term. The simple analysis presented in the current work shows that in the United
States that the average CO2 emissions for BEV’s, H2 ICE vehicles and H2 fuel cell vehicles are 0.097 kg (CO2)/km,
0.83 kg(CO2)/km and 0.24 kg(CO2)/km, respectively, compared with 0.22 kg(CO2)/km for a conventional gasoline
ICE vehicle. The average situation world wide is shown to be essentially the same as in the United States and
shows that overall BEV's provide a clear environmental advantage, fuel cell vehicles are about neutral and H2 ICE
vehicles are environmentally counterproductive. It is clear that the current advantages of alternative energy for
transportation purposes is directly related to electric generating methods and improvements in the carbon foot print
of this infrastructure in most parts of the world would improve the attractiveness of alternative transportation
technologies. The desirability of different energy technologies must also be considered on the basis of economic
factors and resource availability factors but a positive environmental impact is a necessary condition for viability.
A quantitative analysis of CO2 emissions is typically not a component of the literature that most likely forms public
opinion (see e.g. discussion of hydrogen vehicles by Transport Canada, 2012).
The present paper presents an objective method of analyzing the environmental impact (in terms of CO2 emissions)
for BEV’s, fuel cell vehicles and H2 ICE vehicles in comparison with traditional gasoline powered vehicles. This
analysis provides a quantitative approach to understanding this problem that is based on sound physical principles
and emphasizes the need for such a quantitative evaluation of the carbon footprint of alternative energy technologies.
Given the popularity of sustainable energy related courses in university science and engineering faculties, such a
quantitative approach can supplement discussions of alternative transportation technologies and provide students
with an appreciation of the complexity of a thorough objective analysis.
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